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Head Of The Charles Will Not Coincide With October Break
by Mike Rooney
Foryears Colby's mid-semester break has coincided with the
Head of the Charles Regatta,but
not this fall. This year the regatta will be held on Sunday,
October 23rd, the weekend following mid-semester break. The
24th annual regatta was announced in January and tentatively set for the 16th, the weekend of Colby'sbreak. The change
was not announced until after
Colby had already scheduled
their break, and the fall issue of
Student Life carried an incorrect
announcement of the tentative
date.
Regatta committee officials
were unable to be reached regarding the date of the regatta,
but some speculate the change
was an effort to reduce the size
of the crowd. Lastyear's regatta

by Tracey Hardman

attracted an estimated 275thousand people,150thousand more
than in 1986. Last year also
marked slightly more alcohol
related disorderly conduct arrests,a result of the larger crowd
and the increased police patrol.
According to The Boston
Globe.the number of officers
assigned to the regatta soared
from forty in 1986 to 300 last
year.
Jim Brayer, President of the
Colby Rowing Club, believes
that the large crowds and party
atmosphere threatened the athletic integrity of the event.
Brayer also added that Colby's
entries for a men's heavyweight
and a men's lightwei ght boat
were chosen in the lottery selection. An entry for a women's
lightweight boat was not chosen, but may be taken from the
waiting list.

The 1987 Head of the Charles Regatta, where officials estimated the crowd
reached 275,000.
p hoto h David Qoleman

Interfaith Council Formed

After a twenty year .absence,
the Interfaith Council, a committee composed of religious
leaders on campus,willbereestablished this year. The council, which is currently made up
of representatives from Hillel ,

The Colby Christian Fellowship,TheNewmanCouncil and
the Chapel Protestant Community was reinstated to provide
a forum for effective communication in order to, as Head of
Hillel Brad Schlang said, "prevent any situations similar to
the Project Hero controversy

from recurring."
The foundation for thisyear's
council was established at a
meetingon Thursday, September 22nd when Dean Earl
Smith met with the Chaplins
and. involved students. As
Mark Reilly, council member
andhead of theNewmanCoun-

cil said, "the groundwork was
set up at the meeting and we
will read people's responses
and continue from there." The
other three council members
are Brad Schlang, Allisa Attardi ,
President of The Colby Christian Fellowship, and Daron
Hanson, of the Chapel

Protestant Committee, but, as
Schlang stated, "it is understood that if any individual does
not feel that his or her (section)
of religion is beingrepresented
a person of his or her faith
would sit on the council as
well...all other groups are encontinued on page 11

Pizza Heist
by Chip Gavin
Early last Saturday morning
a University of Maine student
visiting Colby attempted to rob
a Domino's delivery vehicle.
He ended up with a summons
from the Waterville Police
Department for attempted theft

Gary Goddard (left) seated in a Waterville P.O. cruiser after his attempted theft of a
Dominoe 's pizza earl y Saturday morning.
.
Photo by Chip Gavin
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•Colby Faces Lawsuit

Charges of Sexual Discrimina ti on

have been filed against the College
Story on page 3.

At approximately 12:20 a.m.
Saturday, Gregory Goddard , a
19 year old UMO student from
Hun tington Valley, Penn sy lvania,allegedly a ttempted to steal
a pi zza f rom a Domino's car
parked beside Averill residence
hall.
When t he Domi no 's em-

ployee, James Porter, returned
to his car, he tackled Goddard
and used flex cuffs (a kind of
plastichand-cuff) to subduethe
UMO student, according to the
Safety and Seairity report.
Colby Security responded at
12:25a.m. and Waterville forces
were on the scene shortly thereafter.
"Apparentl y he was going
through the pizza bags" as
Porter re t urned t o th e deli very
car, said Detective John Gould
of the Waterville Police Department. "Maybe he couldn't find .
the right topping."
Por t er's control of the situconlimicd on page 10

•Wheels, Mucft, an d A Body
•World On Hold
'Does an election year reduce U.S.
These are the components which
characterize mountain biking. Find
interest in World News. Story
out more oh page 4.
on page8.

Professor Speaks On
Campaign '88

Librarian Fired
by Lori Wright
Helen LaFleur,Supervisor of
the Circulation Reserve Area
in Miller Library was fired on
Sept. 21, three days before her
three month probationary period was to end. According to
Director of the Library, Suanne
Muehiner, "duringthistime the
employee and employer see if
the job is right for them, and at
the end of this time we can see
if it is working out." "Unfortunately," stated Muehiner,"it
was a mis-match for Ms. LaFleur."
However,according to Maggie Libby who had previously
held the same job as LaFleur, "I
know the position well and she
seemed to bedoingagood job."
In a letter to protest this firing
Libby stated that "Helen instituted some practical changes
in the library which insure
better service to students, faculty, and staff."

Libby speculates several reasons for what she terms the
"sudden firing of Helen LaFleur." The first was not "wanting to work on holidays, especially Labor Day. She was
scheduled to work that day but
found someoneto work for her
instead/'stated Libby. A second reason, which Libby also
feels is not legitamate, dealt
with LaFleur not coming in to
train students in the evening.
Lastly Libby said that, "in personal conversation she spoke
rather loudly about Colby not
paying well and needing to
unionize staff."
Whenasked specifically why
LaFleur was fired,her immediate supervisor Marilyn Pukkila
said that "she was simply not
the right person for the job."
Pukkila feels that it "is a confidential matter,"and she would
discloseno further information
except that, "we don't feel any
prejudice."

If we didn 't p ut up with this typ e of
election we wouldn 't get them."
-Wilkins
by Lisa Twomey

giant deficit that no one talks
about but everyone fears," the
"In my judgement we are fact that we are "spending
facing some of the most mo- ourselves into the poor house
mentous issues that we have on defense,"that "the poorhave
ever faced in this country.", recovered less than after any
stated Roger Wilkins last Tues- other recession," and that "we
day at his lecture, "Does the are 5% of the worlds' populaTail Wag the Dog?" A Profes- tion and we consume 55% of
sor of history and American its'Cocaine. He called the state
culture at George Mason Uni- of public education, especially
versity, he is also a member of in urban areas, a "flat out disthe NAACP, former assistant grace/'
Professor Wilkins then began
attorney general, and the first
personthat Jesse Jackson asked his discussion of Campaign '88
to jnanage his campaign. Al- by saying, "I would like to say
though he declined this posi- a few words about the camtion heremainsveryconcerned paign that we are enduring."
and actively interested in the He feels that we as voters are
1988 election.The "momentous not being given a clear idea of
issues" that he outlined at the what our candidates can or will
start of the lecture were the" do for us and that these candi-

Jan Plan In Martinique
by Deb Fuller
The French Department is
offering a January Plan this
winter on the island of Martinique. The program will satisf y
the French 127credit and is open
to fifteen students who have
successfully completed French
126 with a grade of an A or B.
Each student must also receive
permission from French Professor Guy T. Filosof, who is the
Program Director.
Martinique is a French owned
island located in the Lesser
Antillesin the Caribbean Sea. A
Third World society primarily
inhabited by French speaking
blacks, the total population is
328,566. It is a volcanic island
approximately 50mileslongand
22 miles wide. The climate is

typically tropical and January is
part of the most pleasant season
'
on the island.
The program will be based at
the capital, Fort-de-France, the
students will stay at the Centre
de Formation Professionelle
pour Adulte (CFPA), which is a
modern school for students
training in the hotel industry.
Professor Filosof made special arrangements with a former
Colby French professor,and
current resident of Fort-deFrance for the students to stay at
the CFPA,and has arranged for
intercultural functions with the
island inhabitants and the Colby
students.
Students accepted on this
JanPlan will undergo almost 60
hours of French instruction by
French un iversity prof essors

"This is not a TanPlan , it is a J anPlan, " said Colby French
Professor Guy T, Filosof, . Photo by Dayna Adams

over a three and a half week
period. There will alsobe weekly
excursions and " several short
visits to various points of interest all over the island. Three
meals will be served each day
and a daily coffee break ("pausecafe") will also be provided. The
last night there will be a farewell
dinner and show at the Hotel
Meridien,along with a boat trip.
Professor Filosof sees this trip
as a "new opportunity to experience a total cultural and language immersion."Hefeels that
it is important for each student
to realize that this is not just a
requirement fulfiller, "this is not
a TanPlan, it is a JanPlan. It will
be a combination of both fun
and studying. It should be a
rewarding experience for each
student t o experience a Third
World cult ure and a French
speaking environment."
The best cost estima t e is "on
or about $2200," according to
Filosof. This price includes
round trip a irfare f rom Bost on
to -Fort-de-France, transportation to arid from Lamcntin Airpor t, to and from the university
to the CFPA, administrative
costs, fees for visits,guides, all
excursion t ranspor tati on , housing, and meals.
Anyone interested in this
program shou l d con t ac t
Filosof,as soon as possible. His
off ice is Lovejoy 332, extension
3123. Tlie Professor may also bex
reached at home at 873-1856.
A un ique opportunity, Professor Filosof hopes that he wil l
get enough response to meet the
m in imum enrollmen t of ten
students.

dates are ducking issues and
topics for fear of losing votes.
"Why would they seek such an
issueless campaign in a time of
such peril?" he asks. "I see a
greatfaultlinerunningthrough
the American system. Jingoistic nonsense eats at the roots of
democracy. This is the most
vacuous campaign I have ever
witnessed." He went on to
describe such nonsense by
pointing out Bush's claim that
he is "more patriotic " than
Dukakis and his implications
that "Liberal means using the
government for the poor, particularly the black poor, and
that it is a waste of the taxpayers' money".
Wilkins pointed outthatboth
continued on page 14

Off T he H if!

Bates

While Bates is still looking for a newpresident,it is also looking
for the "underwear man," a local intruder who has been seen
dressed only in his underwear trying to break into a dorm with a
knife. Believed to be responsible for petty thefts around the
campus, no one has been able to make a positive I.D. in order to
arrest him.
In an attempt to boost morale and get in top condition, Bates'
football team has made an agreement to drink only on Saturday
nights after their games. As a result, more alternative beverages
are being offered at campus parties.

Connecticut College

Following a "booze cr u ise" sponsored by the lacrosse team,
three seniors were involved in extensive van dalism across t he

college. Windows were broken at the library and around the pool,
which necessitated its closure to clean the glass out, an d speed
bumps around campus were spray-painted with obsenities. The
sum of the damage was estimated at three thousand dollars. The
seniors will be coming in front of the student J-Board within the
week. Although they will not be kicked out, suspension can be
exp ected . .
This past weekend marked the eighth inauguration of a new
president of the college . Lynn Claire Gaudiani,class of 1966, was
tihe firstalumnipresidentin the history of the college. Her theme
is based on leading the college into the twenty-first century and
she is looking forward to initiating a number of new programs at
the college. An example is the creation of a summer institute for
minority and handicapped high school students, for whi ch Xerox
has already pledged a large sum of money.

Wesleyan

The first Trustees Weekend took place last weekend , result i ng

in the removal of the student and faculty members from the
Educational Committee of the Board of Trustees. During the
Educational Committee meeting tenure track professors were
decided upon. This removal of students in particular takes inpu t
away f rom the student body,«nd has caused quite an uproar on
campus.
In the frat scene, Alpha Del ta Phi is co-ed on campu s,however,
their national charter is all male, therefore the national chapter is
threatinihg to revoke their charter if they remain cb-ed. i

Colby Faces Sexual Discrimination Charges
by Janet Boudreau
In a lawsuit filed a few
months ago,Colby College Has
been charged with sexual discrimination by Dorothy
Rosenberg, a former German
instructor in the Department
ofModernForeignlanguages.
On September 30,198&,Maine
Times ran a story on sexual
harassment in the world of
academia,focusing primarily
on this case at Colby.
"We would call this very old
news if it was news at all/'said
Director of Public Affairs
Edward Hershey. "The Maine
Human Rights Commission,
which is charged with investigating such complaints, long
ago determined that there is
no ment±o this one. Litigation
is the national sport or so it
seems and obviously this former employee has the right to
engage in it. We continue to
believe there is no merit to her
claim."
MT reporterPatNyhan heard
of the case and pursued it
because sexual harassment
and discrimination are important issues and "Colby is the
only [M aine school] with a
lawsuit pending." Nyhan
added that "this is still a lively
issue" because there may be
reforms made to Colby's Affirmative Action and Equal
Opportunity Employment
policies once the lawsuit is
decided.
The following is an account
of the sexual harassment and
discrimination thatRosenberg
alleges occurred, excerpted
with permission from the
Mai ne Times story:
People who know Dorothy
Rosenberg - a strong, self-sufficient, feminist college teacher find it hard to picture her as a
victim of sexual harassment.
Nor do they understan d how
someone with her scholastic
credent ials coul d be passed
over for a job in favor of someone less qualified. But, Roseribergclai"ms,both of those things
happened to her.
Rosenburg says tha t withi n a

weekof coming to Colby in the
fall of 1983, she was sexually
harassed by a tenured male
colleague she knew would be
evaluating her German teaching. She was reluctant to disclose his name to Maine Times,
but the lawsuit names Hubert

Female prof essorsbattle it, but quietly

Doroth y Ro»n barg, on th» bock porch of her Lewlsron apartment last month. Sh» now lives in Oregon
where th * is translating an anthology of German women writers.

WHO KNOW Dorothy Rosenber g
P EOPI.K
—a strong, self-sufficient, feminist college
teacher — find it hard to picture Iter as a
victim of sexual harassment. Nor do they
understand how someone Villi her 'scholastic credentials -could be passed over for
ajob in favor of iiomeone less qualifi ed.Uut , Rosenberg
claims, both of those things happened to her.
In a law suit filed a few months ago, she charges
Colby Colleftewith sex discrimina tion and alleges that
a colleague in Ihe .Departmen t of Modern Foreign
languages sexually harassed her.Shechargesth.il the
Waterville college allowed him lo remain on a committee consideri ng her for employment even thouR h .she
had complained about him to campus authorities .The
college has referred all questions about the cast lo its
lawyer, llufili MacMahon . who daysbothofthecharBes
are "totally without foundatio n He points out that the
case has already been thoroughly investigated and
dismissed ly the Maine Human Rights Commission. .

that within a week cf coming
to Colby in the fal l oj 1983,
she was sexually harassed
by a tenured male colleague
she kneiv would be
evaluatingher
German teaching.
Itosenber fl 's lawsuit is believed to be Ihe first in
Maine by a female facul ty member alleging sexual
harassment. What drove her to sue, she says, was her
anger al the college 's response when she complain ed
through channels set up by the instit ution to protect
women. Although the college's o-wn affirmative action
committee upheld her charge ofiob discrimination , the

college president overruled trie-finding in a mistily
writ ten note.
Whe ther or not her charges stand up in eiiuil ,
Rosenbor g 's case raises a disturbin g question: |)«i the
an li' discrimination laws and policies developed hilmri .
ntisly iivcr the past 20 years adequately protect women
facul ty members? A survey of Maine campuses muj (jests that female professors here, as in oilier slaters are
mi l repnrtin f? sexual harassment as often as women in
oilier professions are, althoug h campus affinnai ive
action officers say they know it occurs.
Na tionally, 40 to (if) percent 6f women in all occupations and 20 to .10percent of all female college Mild ews
re port having experienced sexual haras sment, accuril .
in g to Uernice Sandler at Ihe Association nl American
Colle ges in Washington, D.C*. Sandler i s a Icadini! authori ty nn tho issue. No nationwide studi es exist mi
harassment ol female professors, she says, addin g t hal
"hardly anyone has looked al i t; " She estimates lhal
perha ps (ewer than 20 sexual harassment lawsuit shave
ever been filed nationally by female profe ssors.
Ofihefewcampiises i ' iai haw done their own stml
ies, reports nin as high as 49 percent of llieunieniiied
female faculty al Harvard University who say they have
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By Pat Nyhan
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Rosenburg had accepted
Kueter's offer through the
department's secretary to put
up temporarily in an apartment
in his house. After a few days,
according to Rosenberg, he
kissed her and asked her to go
to bed with him. Shaken, she

Sexual
harassment

$1,00
0ff !

j
!

Kueter, a German professor in
the Department of Modern
Foreign Languages. Kueter,
who could not be reached for
comment, denies the charge,
[Colby] attorney MacMahon
says.
Arriving
on
campus,
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refused, but kept quiet about
the incident.He also pressured
her to waitress in the restaurant he ran in the house - a
demand she found demeaning,
she says. But she eventually
agreed to help him, not recognizing what she now calls a
"dominancegame."
Asked why she didn't complain about Kueter, Rosenberg
said she didn't know to whom
to complain, and she was intimidated; Kueter was much
older and the onl y German
native speaker in the department. But she says, she did
continue t ignore his advances
throughout the school year. At
various times he hugged her,
kissed her, and showed her a
pornographic film catalogue all under the guise of friendship, she says.
"I was in an extremely vulnerable situation.I hadjust arrived
from Seattle with no friends or
family, and the job was much
too important to me," she says,
looking back on it. "I've travelled all over Europe by myself. I'm not a particularly timid
or fri ghtened person. But I had
just made a big gamble coming
to Colby. I didn't want to fail."
A year later, Rosenberg applied for a tenure-track teaching job and a replacement job.
Her account of what happened
follows:
Concerned that Kueter sat on
the search committee of the
positions, Rosenberg went to
the college's equal opportunity
officer,Joan Sanzenbacher,that
fall. Sazenbacher told her that
statute of limitations had run
out for filing a complaint, but
that she could talk to the dean
of faculty about having Kueter
removed from the search committee. Rosenberg did meet
with then dean Douglas Archibald and then chairman of the
Modern Foreign Languages
Department Jonathan Weiss.
Archibald told her theonly way
to have Kueter removed was to
file a grievance against him.
"I thought to do that when the
searc h process wa s beginning
would make matter; worse,
continur I on page 6
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Faculty Residents Stick Around
For The Fun
by Emily Gallagher

Seven faculty members and
their families don't leave the
Colby campus when the sun
goes down each night,arid they
don't mind. They're faculty
residents, and are on campus,
by choice, twenty-four hours a
day.
Although occasional faculty
members and staff called the
campus "home" in the 1970's,
there was no formal association
until the Faculty Residence
Program was officiall y named
in the spring of 1981. It began
with the new renovation of the
Mary Low apartment, once a
kitchen, given to Professor
Sta n N ichols on enjoys an afternoo n with the f a mily dog, Tiffany, Sandy Maisel, and the program
soon spread campus-wide. The
in front of his Faculty in Residence apartment.
goals of this program are to

break the barrier between students and professors that are
formed in trie classroom, while
at the same time providing
convenient living space for faculty members.
Today, there are seven faculty
residents scattered amongst us,
some with families, and some
alone, but all reaping the benefits of living at school. They are:
Nikki Singh in Taylor, David
Firmage and his famil y in Mary
Low, Gina Werfel and Hearne
Pardee in the Heights, Aklilu
Gebrewold in Treworgy, Stan
Nicholson and his wife in Goddard-Hodgkins, Scott Laughinghouse in East Quad, and
Hassan Danesh and his family
in Dana. All applied for the
position of faculty resident,and
ail are given the apartmen ts

expense-free in return for their
contributions to campus life.
There are no set rules for the
residents to follow in terms of
interaction with the students in
the dorms; the school "leaves a
lot of choice for individual ideas,
but the project is obviously
motivated towards student interaction," said Nikki Singh.
Each faculty member has
planned different events and all
have varied opinions of how the
year will go. Gina Werfel, an art
professor, hopes that her residency will aid students in seeing the lives of her and her husbandHearne Pardee, as artists.
"We want to keep the art part
visible," Pardee explains.
The Firmages,spending
their second year in Mary Low,
continued on page 5

Photo by Hi ll ary Robbins

Mountain Biking: A Recip e For Adventure
by Heather Lang
Wheels, muck,and a human
body are words which describe
a new sport known as mountain biking. These conspicuously sturdy bikesare popping
up everywherearound Colby's
campus. Originally designed
formountainousterrain/ mountain biking can be done on
practically anywhere, including the smooth streets of Mayflower Hill.
For long distance trips, a
mountain bike may actually
prove to be far cheaper than a

regular bike. Bnan Rigney, a
Colby mountain bike enthusiast recalls, "When I was going
on a bike trip from Connecticut
to Maine, the wheel of my nonmountain bike fell off the second day." Rigney believes such
accidents can be avoided because mountain bikes are,
"much sturdier and can take
more abuse."
However, mountain bikes,
with their wider and deeply
treaded wheels and heavier
frame, are not ideal for paved
roads. One could go much
faster on a lighter weight bi-

cycle. "The 100 to 120 miles per
day you could cover on a regular bike would only be about 70
on a mountain bike," Rigney
states.
Yet the true appeal of mountain biking is to escape the
confines of pavement. Because
the mountain bike is sturdier,i t
is far better suited for the offtrails where, as Rigney stated,
"a normal bike would not be
able to go."
But one need not bounce off
boulders in the Rocky Mountains in order to enjoy the sport.
Many do it for the pleasure of

experiencing nature in places
where other bikes can not take
them. For as Colby mountain
biker Shirley Ante says, "Without a mountain bike, a person
could not experience and observe the natural beauty of
Maine's terrain."
Included in all this fun,
however, is the element of
danger for which the sport is
famous. One might peer into
the woodsin fr ont of Mary Low
Com mons an d seea few cr azed
maniacs taking delight in tearing through frightfull y roc ky
ditches.Forexample,mounta in

biker Doug Finn exclaims,
"Yeah, I ruined my bike jumpr
ing into a ditch."When asked if
he regrets participating in the
sport, Finn enthusiastically
replies, "Nooo, if s a blast!"
Rigney added, "Mountain biking can be more dangerous
because a person will do much
riskier stunts."
Like learning any other new
sport,a person is bound to take
a few falls the first time out on
the new bike. States Rigney,
"You tool around and hit a few
trees, and now and then... you
continued on page 11

WMHB Faces
The Music

by Brian Murphy

There's a new sound coming
f rom the basemen t of Rober t 's
Union and its not students

won't hear Top 40 music here.

Wep lay a lotofmtfsic that is just
coming out." Unfortunatel y,
pop fans, you won't h ear such

favorites as Tiffany or Debbie
Gibson on WMHB. You will,
the all-new WMHB, 90.5 F.M. h owever, hear any thi ng f rom
Waterville, Maine's only alter- classical Indian music to Suicinative radio station, right here dal Tendencies to D.J .Jazzy Jeff
on May flower Hill. Armed with and the Fresh Prince. A pronew state-of-the-art equipment gram guide will be available
an d a revamped pro duc ti on within the next two weeks so
room, WMHB is ready to rock check your loca l l isti ngs f or the
Colbyandsurroundingcommu- ti me slots when your f avorite
ni ties wit h a barrage of music, type of music will be played.
spor ts, and news programs.
The key to the turnaroun d at
,
WMHB genera l manager
the fresh and exciting WMHB
senior Gary De Angeb/ enli ght- has been an adde d dose of proened me as to what an alterna- fessionalism that has been lacktive radio station is in stating, " ing in previousyears. De Angelo
I t means we're an alternative to commented, " In t he past , you'd
any thing el se you can f i nd on tune i n and you woul dn't know
the dial. We try to do what other what you were going to hear,
continued on page 5
ra di o sta tions don't do. You

groan ing over Sell er 's food. It's

Brad Wllard '91 groovin ' to his WMHB "Hardcore Show ", which airs on Thursdays
''
¦¦
from 8 p>m. to 10 ami
'
.
.
'.
•
" Photo .* by Matt Melander

sport. In response to one caller
who charged that theduo "think
they're Morton Downey Jr.",
Rocca told me, "I apologize for
nothing. No one was done a
disservice. I'd rather have
someone respond angrily then
to not respond at all. If we're
getting people interested then
thaf s good for the show and the
station." Rocca went on to add,
" I think our show and the
station's increased committment to sports will help
make it a complete alternative
radio station. Music, news, and
now sports. We're the final link."
While Larry's on-air antics are
sometimes more befitting of the
missing link, his dedication to
making sports an integral part
of WMHB programming will
only gain more .listeners to the
station Next time you're flipp ing
around the dial looking for a
good tune, tune in 90.5 WMHB.
There's something for everyone
on the newest,hippest, happening, rocking radio station in the
great state of Maine. Rock, Rap,
Jazz, Blues, Classical, Punk,
Heavy Metal , New Wave,
Sports,and News,WMHB has it
all and then some. As general
manager Gary DeAngelo com- continued from page 4
mented, " I hope the student like to invite students to particibody will tune in and let us shake pate in events one wouldn't
our old image."
normally find possible at school.
For example, a donut-making
night last year allowed students
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more culturally aware student
body. Singh and Danesh both

news. Gn the sports front, the
Sunday night calWn talk show
Sporfcrap,withhostsLarry Rocca
and Brian Batting, has proven to
continued from page 4
be popular, if sometimes cons
would
do
whatever
troversial. With the addition of
he
T D.J.'
they wanted . Now there's a the newscasts and Sportsrap,
more consistent style, and the WMHB has affirmed its comprogramming is more struc- mittment to being a true altertured." That professsionalism native radio station.
While the' management at
extends itself to the method by
which the station obtains its WMHB is still trying to broaden
records and C.D.'s. D'Angelo its scope in the news departdisclosed, " We used to buy ment, the station's sports prorecords downtown. However, grammingiscontinuingto grow.
we've written hundreds of in- Sports Director Larry Rocca
dependent record companies informed me that aside from
and they in turn send us free providing "hard-hitting, newspromotional records. We now making, late-breaking and enhave many more records at a tertaining sports coverage" on
substantial reduction in cost." Sp ortsrap, he and Batting will
Thisnew-found professionalism also be broadcasting three away
maysoonbeput to a stern testas Colby football games, starting
WMHB is hoping to up its watt- with this past Saturday 's Haage from 150 to 5000 watts. If milton game. Rocca also plans
this power increase is approved, to cover basketball and hockey
WMHB will have a much larger games this winter and any other
audience to penetrate with its Colby games, men's or
women's, that are of signifinew,alterna tive sound.
Although D'Angelo classifies cance.
The Sportsrap program, airWMHB as " definitely a music
station", the station's program- ing Sunday nights from 10-12
ming has diversified over the p.m., has been the subject of
past two years to include sports much contoversy lately. After
and news programs. Daily poking fun at the sport of water
newscasts at noon and 6:00 p.m. polo on the show two weeks
keep the Colby and surround- ago, Rocca and Batting were
ing communities abreast of deluged with calls from irate
up dated local and national water polo fans defending their

WMHB
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mentioned hopes of organizing
discussions and 1 workshops on
their native lands,and any other
countries that students show an
interest in. College is a time for
broadening horizons, and
Danesh is pleased that by being
viewed as an atypicaly American family, they can aid in that
growth - living off-campus, that
interaction would not be possible.
The residents have no qualms
about work interfering with
home life. All are able to draw
the line between the two when
necessary, but the overwhelming response from the faculty
residents indicates enthusiasm
and satisfaction with their roles
on campus. When asked if there
were any negative aspects about
theposition ,Singh replied, "The
only thing I can think of is that
my friends keep graduating."
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THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES

Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915

For more information on Semester, Summer and
January programs, please j oin us:
Roberts Union , Hurd Room
7 PM, Tuesday Oct ober 11 *
OR CALL (508) 927-7777
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Discrimination

dence,but found that the dean
had acted improperly in his
handling of Rosenberg's comcontinued from page 3
plaint aboutKueter,addingthat
would make matters worse, "it seemsprobable that Hubert
and I didn't go ahead. I was Kueter did treat Doroth y
assured by the dean of confi- Rosenberg's candidacy prejudentiality. But within 24 hours, dicially." The committee rec[Archibald and Weiss] called ommended that Rosenberg be
[Kueter] in, told him about my awarded a two-year teaching
charges, and left him on the contract.
committee," says Rosenberg,
who did not find out until
College president [Cotter]
spring that the confidentiality overruled the finding in a hasthad been violated. "What that ily wntten note.
told me was that I was not seen
Beatrice Edwards, [who
as a humanbeing...that it'sO.K. chaired the affirmative action
to lie to a women. That infuri- committee], says the college
ated me," she says. Later, dur- committee found persuasive
ing the college's internal inves- circumstantial evidence that
tigation,Archibald testified that Kueter had sexually harassed
he considered Rosenberg's Rosenberg,but that it couldn't
charge, "'dubious."
get people to talk about it. "I
That spring, Rosenberg was was an untenured professoras
turned down for the job and the chair of this committee,
she filed a sex discrimination asking tenured faculty memgrievance against Weissand the bers about sexual harassment.
search committee allegingthat It was too ticklish to handle,
she had not been evaluated as says Edwards, adding that she
seriously as male candidates was surprised that Rosenberg
had. In April, Colby's affirma- was a target of sexual harass.
tive action policy advisory ment because she seemed so
committee, a faculty group, confident and self-sufficient.
concluded, that the search The lesson Edwards learned,
committee had discriminated she says, is, "It can happen to
against Rosenberg and dis- anyone, and it will."
played a systematic pattern of
As for sex discrimination in
not interviewing qualified employment, Colby has had
female applicants.
two other formal complaints
The committeedid not uphold bywomenbesidesRosenberg's,
her sexual harassment charge also dismissed by the Maine
because of insufficient evi- Human Rights Commission.
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Deathwatch

by Brian McCabe

Entering the cellar theater of
Runnals Union, the discordant
sound of "Amazing Grace"
created a vividfirst impression.
Descending further into the
intimate playhouse, the set
became visible through a spectral monofilament net. The
act ress trio of Cori Bracket,
Gretchen Fall;and Lisa Perotti
were alr eady on stage, changing into their costumes. The
music transformed into a guitar crescendo-ending concisely
at the point when the actr esses
left the sta ge f or th e black out
and the beginning of the play.
The story revolves around the
power struggle between three
inmates, but the play wright
Jean Genet has woven an intricat e net of prison life, prison
politics, and murder. Deathwatch is a study of what it
takes to become a murderer.
The character "Green Eyes"
(Bracket) is revered in the

prison because of his mastery
over life and death. Fall plays
"Georgie",a man who wants to
replace "Green Eyes" as number one in the cell block, but he
can't make the external transition necessary to commit murder. The final inmate "Maurice" (Perotti) is a contemporary embodiementof homosexual tendencies toward Brackett. The resultantfriction moves
the drama to a point which alters the lives in the cell block.
The fa ct th at these three
women spend the entire play
in the rc»les of men creates an
atmosphere of irony. Comments about being "real men"
hi ghli ght the sexual reversals.
The issues raised about what
sort of power it takes to kill are
facilita ted by the reprise of
"Amazing Grace" as the curtain fell. Deathwatch was a
phil osophical drama directed
strongly by CM. Wentzel- an
excellent d ebut f or the fall
drama season.

Lisa Perrolti , Cori Brackett, Gre tchen Fall and Bill Spears (pictured left to right) in a scene
from J ean Genet's Dea thwatch .
Photo by Mary Ellen Matava

A Taxing

The
Maine
Events
Bookmak ing Workshop .
Georgeann Kuhl -professional painter, sculptor, and educator- will conduct a workshop on The Book Arts and Papermaking:
Insides/ Ouisides in which the students will learn how to make
paper, marble paper, and bind a basic book. The session will
take place on October 23, 1-5 pm; October 29, 9am-3pm;
October30 l-5pm with an introductory lecture on Friday Octpber 21, at 7:30pm. The workshop will occur at the Widgeon
Cove Studios, South Harpswell. The cost is $80 for MWPA
members, $100 for non-members. Preregister before October 15
by sending $25 to MWPA, 19D Mason St., Brunswick, ME
04011.

Classical Concer t
The Portland Concert Association will open its 1988/89 season with superstar soprano Jessye Norman on Friday, October
14,at 8:00 pm in the Portland Cily Hall Auditorium. Miss
Norman 's recital is the first concert of the PCA's "Great
Performers Series" and marks her debut performance in Portland. The program for her concert features songs by Handel,
Debussy, and Richard Strauss. Her recital will also include a
selection'of Spirituals. Pianist Geoffrey Parsons will accompany MissNorman, Tickets to the performance start at $11and
go to $25. Call the PCA at 772-8630 for tickets and more
information about the Great Performers Series.

Woman

by Tom Abbati ello
Poetry Reading
Poet David Walker will read from his work in progress on
Thursday, October 20, at8pm at the Maine Writers Center- 19D
Mason St., Brunswick. The reading is part of the
Maine! WritersILive! series which is sponsored by the Maine
Writers and Publishers Alliance and has featured over eighty
Maine authors since 1980. Walker's poems have appeared in
magazines from The New Yorker to Tlie Maine Times. His
books include Moving Outr winner of the first Associated Writing Programs competition,Fathers, and the forthcoming Voicepnnts. The reading is open to the public . A small donation ($2$3) is suggested.

Poe t ry Worksho p
Led by poet William Carpenter, author of Rain and Hours of
Morning, a Professor of Literature at the Collegeof the Atlantic.
The session will take place from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday,
October 22. The cost will be $30 for Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance members, and $35 for non-members. Please preregister by sending e $10 check beforeOctober 15to the MWPA,
19D Mason St. , Brunswick, ME 04011. More Information may
be learned through a quick call to the MWPA ; 1-729-6333.

Shambala Medi t at ion Open House
The Brunswick Dharrrta Study Group will hold an open
house to introduce Shambala teachings and meditation practice
on October 11 at 7:30 at 98 Maine Street, Brunswick. The
Shambala teachings were presented by the Tibetan meditation
master Chogyam Trungpa Rinpochcitk his book Shambala: Tlie
Sacred Path of the Warrior; On five Tuesdays following October 11, the Study Group will offer a class on the Shambhala
tradition based on Trungpa's teaching, with meditation and
practice and discussion for a fee of $25 . For more information
contact Dennis white at 865-4631.

"A Taxing Woman", a film
directed by Juzo Itami,recently
played at Railroad Square Cinema in downtown Waterville.
This Japanese film centers on
the lifestyle of a female taxcollector who is employed with
the Japanese equivalent of the
Internal Revenue Service. Her
extremely devious,yet successful methods of exposing people
guilty of tax fraud is finall y
tested by an equally devious
tax-e\ader. Due to the fact that
this man's work centers around
the the lucrative Love Hotel
business and the more money
he makes, the more sexually
excited he becomes; this provides the audience with many
laughs while exposing many
aspects of modern Japanese
society at the same time.
The tax collector in the movie
happens to bea woman. While
few women in Japan hold wellpaying, responsible jobs, the
main-character represents an
example of a working mother
who is trying to overcome the
pressures of Japanese society
in order to find self-fulfillment
through her job. Due to the fact
that the average Japanese
spends the vast majority of his
time at work, dedication and
perfection are often seen as
ways to obtain satisfaction and
inner peace.
continued on page 10
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Btrmback re-evaluates Colby,
Sort of.
One of the nice things about working for the Echo is that we get lots of
mail. Regardless of whether"or not I get mail in my box, there is always
something for the Echo. For those of you, espedally freshmen, who
remember the college application process, the name Lisa Birnbach may
ring a bell. She first "became (in)famous for The Preppy Handbook and
several years ago decided to try her hand at a college handbook. I bring
this up because she is in the process of updating her handbook, L isa
Birnbach' s College Book and she wants my help.
On Monday I received a large envelope that contained four smaller
envelopes, and the following form letter: "Dear Student Leader ( sic),
Enclosed are several questionnairesfor the second edition of Lisa Birnbach's
College Book.Pleasedistribute them to your fellow students. In the interest
of fairness to your school , we'd like to get them to as diverse a group as
possible. Thank you for your help." It was signed by Lisa and by another
person whose signature was illegible.
When I was looking at colleges in 1983-1984 her book was not out.
However, when I came to Colby I heard from other pesople that her
accountin g of Colby was not accurate, especially as she had visited the
school during Exam Week. I was not able to locate a copy of the book at
our library, the Waterville Public Library or at Waterville High School,
which is, I believe, a good thing because I have the impression that it is
a bad book.
Now is Lisa Birnbach's chance to make good her previous mistake and
she has blown it. Sheis only asking four Colby Students for their opinion.
Anyone who has ever (or even if they haven 't) taken an elementary
statisticscourse knowsthat four peoples'opinions about a community of
over 2000 people will produce the sameresults as shreddinga thesaurus,
taping the pages back together and picking the first ten adjectives. It is
absurd. Each of the four envelopes contains one questionnaire that is
fifteen pages long. The questions cover all facets of college life and
include such questions as "Do you think students at your school are
smart?", "Is AIDS a concern on campus?" and "How many hours a week
do you study?" In all, there are almost 120 question, quite an in-depth
survey. However, I shudder to think th at every single college review in
her book is based on the same accurate surveying techniques that she is
using to evaluate Colby. I am sure that she went overboard by sending
Colby the four surveys for a population of 2000 people. Perhaps she will
send Harvard six or seven. I think that this absurd insult to the Colby
community shows a total lack of caring on the part of Ms. Birnbach for
those people who may allow her book to influence their choice in
choosing a college. I cannot believe that she seriously considers four
people's opinions a valid indicator of what a school is. like. I will giveher
some credit,just a little,she did ask "that I get them to as diverse a group
(of four people) as possible." It is quite obvious that all Ms. Birnbach is
looking for is money.
For once let's do something as a community. Let's all get together and
send Lisa a letter and tell her that we thi n k th at she should go pound salt
and never comeback to our school until she is readyto do some work and
really find out what a greatplace Colby is.Her address is:Lisa Birnbach's
College Book, Second Edition, 243 Garfield Place, Brooklyn, New York,
11215.
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A "Sudden " Firing Raises Questions
We are writing this letter to
protest the sudden Jfiring of
Helen LaFleur as the Circulation Supervisor at Miller Library, a few days before her
three-month probationary period was to end.
Helen was doing a fine job
fulfilling the many demands of
the Circulation job/which include dealing with patrons,
hiring, training and scheduling up to forty students as library employees, dealing with
faculty overdues, and supervising three support staff
people.
The Circulation job is hectic
and demanding and requires
patience and on-the-spot logic
and .problem-solving skills.
Helen instituted some practical changesin thelibrary which
insure better service to students, faculty and staff. Here is
a partial list:
1.Research assistant cards are
now issued to students who
work for faculty members, allowing them to take out books
for faculty on a longer loan
periodand avoiding the possibility of the student getting
charged for books which faculty are using.
2. Helen was instrumental in

getting fans for the library
during the heat wave after a
staff person got heat exhaustion
shelf reading in the poorly ventilated stacks.
3. The library's new book
processing was streamlined,
cutting out unnecessary filing
and ensuring faster service to
patrons.
4. Helen hand-notched senior
i.d. cards to insure more accurate record-keepingand to save
time in identif ying seniors who
have overdue books.
5. Action forms were filed for
the additional pay given to staff
members who work second
shift. ,
6. Staff meetings for Circulation staff only Were alternated
with staff meetings with the
Co-ordinatorofCirculationand
Reserved, providing a chance
for staff to feel unhindered in
bringing up problems and
summarizing them before
meeting with the Co-ordinator
and recommending any
changesinpolicy or procedure.
This up-to-date management
tacticgivessupport staff a voice
and feeling of empowerment
and greater involvement with
the workplace.
Helen has a fine mind (as well
as a B.A. in Enelish from Tufts

and a M.A. in Political Science
from Columbia) and did question old practices that seemed
impractical or illogical or hindered patron service in the library. Shewould try to find the
best solution for all concerned,
especially when it came to serving the public needs. This way
of thinkingepitomizes the type
of educated mind that Colby
proudly produces.Surely openminded discussionand willingness tolisten on all sides would
have solved any existing problems in this situation.
We are sorry to lose her.
Maggie Libby '81
Mashudu Lhamans '90
Samantha Garrison '91
Sheri Batcheldu '89
Rabia Mirze '91
Sue Chaffer '89
Julie Jenkins '91
Shauna Oalsin '89
Frederick Byle '91
Amy L. Havel '91
Mahua Sarkar '91
Linda Rensink '89
Frederique Coupey '89
Maria Luisa Arroye '89
Alexandria Peary '92
Frederick J. Stewarf91
Carolyn C Reid '90
Natalia A. Kempiui
Pika Gresh
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Election Year Put s World News On Hold
y Greg Beitchman
Although there are many
iressing issuesand concerns to
e dealt with in the United
tates and world today, one
iccasionally gets the impresion, particularly with a Presilential campaign on, that the
estoftheplanet has shut down
n order to wait for the election
>f a new American President ,
iven such news as the release
>f a Indian citizen with Ameri:an residency by pro-Irani
brces in Lebanon was dis:ussed in relation to, in my
opinion, what has become a
somewhat farcical American
Section process. There is however, other news.
For example: While having
received little coverage in the
American press, the Emperor
of Japan's losing battle with
cancer has become more and
more apparent to the Japanese
people. The longest reigning
monarchin the world,Emperor
Hirohito first came to power
sixty-threeyears ago in 1926. It
is quite amazing to consider
the remarkable changes which

Hirohito must have witnessed
over such a long period of time.
At the beginning of his reign
his country was a remarkably
different place from the Japan
we know today. Industry,
though more developed than
most of Asia, could not possibly be compared to the incredible economic might of today's
japan. Before World War Two,
Hirohitowasregarded as a holy
symbol of Japan, a direct decendant of the ancient first rulers of the Japanese island chain.
Citizens were requiredto bow
towards the Emperor's palace

when passing by,and were not
permitted anywhere near his
actual residence. In the first
years of his rule, the government of Japan was actually a
kind of Constitutional Monarchy,perhaps comparable to that
of Britain, though in theory the
Empero r held much more
power than the British monarch of the time. It is interesting
to note however, that Hirohito
was trained as a biologist and
thus found little interest in
much of Japanese politics. ,
Just previous to World War
II however.hebecamethrust

into the political scene by militarists who had taken control
of the government and regarded him asmuchholierthan
most. Hirohito became somethingofa puppet,and wasused
to inspire the Japanese people
into a industrious war effort,
while secretly harboring strong
negative feelingsabout participating in any kind of conflict.
As history has shown however,
the Emperor was not able to let
these feelings be known.
Following the loss of World
War Two to the Allied Powers
and his surrender address to

the Japanese people, Emperor
Hirohito was stripped of all
power and declared by the
American Occupation forces to
be only a human being and not
a minor god. As the Japanese
constitution puts it, he became
the "symbol of state and unity
of the people". Since the postwar era began the emperor has
remained exactly that. His nation however, has changed
remarkably.
The emperor now has severe
cancer, and although he has
remained in remarkable health
until recently, it seems likely
that Hirohi to will not live beyond a few more weeks. If he
dies, so too will a remarkable
wealth of knowledge and experience concerning Asia. Such
news may seem unimportant
in the light of this year's fascinating presidential election
campaign, but ignorance of
such events outside the United
States, particularly in such
important nations as Japan, is
in my view a large problem in
our nation today. With the
world now smaller than ever,it
is ever important that we remain informed.

The Politics Of Experience
by Matt Lehman
As we watch the 1988 Presidential Election, we must often
stop' to put this charade into a
more sensible light. Not only
do we have two boring,similar
candidates, but the politics of
expectations can cloud their
true worth, and win them
undeserved supportGeorge Herbert Bush, the
regular kinda guy. The typeof
guy who eats beef jerky in his
million dollar Kennebunkport
estate. The candidate who has
made a career of governmen t
appointments. Its finall y

George's turn to go for the
golden ring. As Bush has
maneuvered through the campaign, it has become obvious
that he doesn't have the communication skills of his boss.
The man with the silver foot in
his mouth has had his share of
gaffes. Whether it be in judgement, by appointing a known
anti-semite to an important
campaign post,, to speeches,
forgeting the Pledge of Allegiance, he has not proved himself a great candidate.
Going into the first debate,
eveiyoneexpectedpoor George
to have a tough time of it. Even
though he did have his share of

ON THE H ILL...

gaffes ("the midgetman/the
iceman ??") he did not do terribly. Therefore, since he was
expected to do bad, he came
out ahead. On the other side,
Micheal Dukakis, acknowledged as an equally boring, but
better speaker,was expected to
do quite well. He handled
himself , pretty well, and had
none of the gaffes that plagued
Bush. However,since he didn't
blow Bush of the stage, his victory,ifany, wasslim. In reality,
neither of the candidates was
very impressive, but expectaionsaltered the worthof both
of them.
The Vice Presidential debate

should be a doozy. Can one
really imagine J. Danforth
Quay le responding with a
coherent answer under any
type of pressure? Nor can one
imagine Lloyd Bentsen exciting the audience with his electric oratorical skills. But in my
opinion, if Quayle shows up,
he'll win. Does anyone expect
him to win? No. Everyone
expects him to be annihilated
by Bentsen,who though a poor
speaker, is accepted as having
good, intelligent speaking
skills. I truly doubt if Dan
Quayle possesses these qualities. He probabl y couldn't even
get into Bates! But Quayle will

..

showup,he will repeathislines,
and saving any variation at all
from his script, end up ahead.
The pundi ts will declare that
he performedbetter than we all
expected, which is true. But let
us not forget, we are measuring satisfaction with an incompetent. If Reagan, or Kennedy
performed at Quayle or Bush's
level,would everyone.consider
them to have done well?
Therefore, as we view the
various methods in which the
two campaigns attempt to win
votes, as we watch the debates,
we must take time to step back,
to see value through the facades.

****

¦
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A Taxing
Woman

continued from page 7
The tax evaderunfortunately
spends so much of his time
trying to perfect the art of
making money that he neglects
his teenage son and sacrif ices
his true happiness. The evader
finally changes his outlook on
life after he is caught by the
"taxing woman" and realizes
there ismore tolife thanmoney.
This sentimental,yet humorous tale reveals some of the
changes which are slowly occuring within Japanese society
today. An increasing demand
by Japanese to expand individual freedoms has resulted noti
only in an increase of females*
on the workforce,but also in a
reevaluation of some of the
values which have made the
Japanese famous for being such
loyal, industrious employees.
While "A Taxing Woman"
was not created with the full
intention of bringing these
concepts to light, it does offer
an opportunity for Americans
to gain a much needed understanding of a people with
whom we have a very close
relationship.

Domino s
continued fro m page 1
ation was partially explained
by his employment in the security business at a previous time,
according to Waterville Police
and Colby sources. Despite
rumorsofPorter'semployment

by a local-police force, "hisonly
capacity at the scene was for
Domino's," according to Detective Gould.
The Waterville Police served
Goddard with a summons at
the sceneand thenreleasedhim.
The Jitneydropped Porter at an
off-campus location. His arraignment has been set for

October25,1988. Goddardwas
also served with a Colby Trespass Warning allowing for his
immediate arrest if he returns
to the Colby Campus.
Neither Goddard nor UMO
officials familiar with the
case could be reached f or
comment.
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the best skrdeal around. Buy now...
ski a lot and save a lot!Only $250
with purchase before 10/31/88
for a full season of skiing. Contact
your campus representative today!
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Sure, there are other schools. But why
settle?Kaplan helps students raise their
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Senior Class Blood Drive
Tuesda y, Octob er 11
Student Cente r
For More Information :
Contact Student Activities Office
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THE FA R SIDE

Are you considering professional school?

By GARY LARSON

Field Hockey

HARVARD IJNIVERSITY

continued from page 16
On the defensive side of the
ledger, stellar goalkeeper Lisa
Bontempi has been standing
them on their ear for most of
the season with the help of
junior "sparkplug" Elizabeth
LeRoy and junior Emilie Davis
clearing out the area in front of
her. Davis has even managed
to crank up her offensive game,
netting two goals in the USM
game. With a team chemistry
thatSolomita describesasbeing
"greatboth on andof f the field,"
look for the Lady Mules to get
back on that winning track, a
track that they hope will lead
them to an E.C.A.C title.

JOHN F.KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.
Come Learn About Ha rvard s' Two-Year Master 's
Program in Public Policy, Leadingtp either
the Master in Public Policy or
City and Regional Plannin g Degree.
JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS
MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTTATIVE '
DATE: OCTOBER 25
7:00-8:30 PM GROUP SESSION
TIME:
PLACE: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR THIS INFORMATION

Awkwa rd moments in ihe ant world

continued from page 4
get some wicked bruises."
However, after the initial injuries, Rigney is confident that
bikers hitfewer trees and really
start to enjoy themselves.
There is an abundance of
places to go mountain biking
on and aroundColby'scampus,
as well as throughout Maine.
Due to the sport's new-found
enthusiasm at Colby the Outing Club recently sponsored

AllStudents, AllMajors , All Years Welcome!
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two trips on October first and
second, one of which was to
Acadia National Park.
There is a mountain biking
race tentatively scheduled for
Parent's weekend, and hopefully a club will start up this
winter.
So those of you who are craving for a taste of the wilderness,
some excitement, or just some
wind blowing through your
hair givemountain bikinga try.
You have nothing to loose and
everything to gain.
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Interfaith
Council

adopt many of the original
council's purposes which, accordingto the 1948constitution,
include "coordinating the efforts of all faiths on the campus
and promoting activities of
service to the college and the
world community." Schlang
said this, in conjunction with
"theactiveefforttopreventpast
controversies from resurfacing"was the 1988 Council's
main purpose. He also emphasized "that Dean Smith hasbeen
extremely helpful" and the
Council will be run under his
office or the Dean of Students
office as opposed to Stu-A.With
the lines of communication
reestablished,he feels that they
are more apt to progress toward, asReilly stated, "a more
collective faith." Schlang further said that if enough interest
is sh own,a charity event sponsored by the council could be
possible in the spring.
The first council newsletter
will come out on Friday contai n ing a secti on more explicitl y defining the Council's purpose as well as a small section
written by each organizati on
detailing its further goals.

continued from page 1
cburaged to contact a council
member."
The original Interfaith Council, which was established in
1948 by the students for Christian Association, consisted of
six council members, two
Catholic, two Jewish, and two
Protestant. The council members were elected by the members of the student body who
voted for the representative of
hisor her faith. The council had
an auspiciousbeginnihg which
included in 1949 raising three
thousand dollars, wh en t he
Colby population was a mere
one thousand,for variouscharities. It was abolished,however,
with the sixties mindset of the
evils if institutions and has not
resurfaced until now.
Th is year's council wan t s t o
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Flint:Good soccer moves. Had
enough of that mythology stuff
yet? See you Friday?
-Aphrodite
Bruce
R. - I' ve gotta
compliment you on that
awesome BOD! Keep it up. You
are so hot. See you soon...
-an admirer on the hill
The pranksters are ski pping
merrily through ivy covered
- ,
buildings
]oo-waanThat
harness
you
ordered...was that with or
without the butt plug?
-Stormy Leather, Inc.
Pete: Let's get something
strai ght between us.. The
pumps are mine on Saturday
night.'.'
Trakia and Leather:
Drink it 'till ya can't feel the
pain anymore.
For S and N"We are hoping and praying
that this time will be the last
time that we will fight like
this."
T-Don't ask me what you know
is true-Don't have to tell you I
love your precious heart...All
alone with you makes the
butterflies -in me arise...All I
need is a miracle-All I need is
You..

Julie. Julie, Julie, Julie. Julie,
Julie,Julie. Julie, Julie....
Bertha- You can leave your hat
on - just as long as Mickey's
around! I wonder how he eats
his ice cream?! Hmmm, Well,
we'll just have to get him on
the party tram, won't we?
Think he knows any German?
I'm fluent in it! Bah, oui!
-Helga
P.S. How many jelly donuts
does it take to fill a powereater?
I like liking you.
CB- A type C, huh? Have fun
with it!
-KM
Maeve - thanks for listening.
You don't know how much it
helped. I love you.
-L
Gina- How's the search going?
Are you ever coming home?
-E
DP.S. Chris
-L
Quote of the week:
NO! NO! ok...
BJ- You're invited to the
house
for
Cooley 's
Thanksgiving dinner on Friday.
To the sacred cube steal erNow that I know who you are,

som e time when, you're least
expecting it I'll make you wish
you repented before not after.
Actually Aime- That was a
good one. Sorry I took it so
hard at first.
To the rest of the stealersSomeday, some way I'll find
out who you are.
Ernblob,
Come on, have a nacho.
Are HR's supposed to steal
from their own dorms?!
Dr Barr- Congradulations,
now maybe they'll teach you
something
about
confidentiality.
To everyone's hero- Will last
Friday 's night adventure be in
your autobiography?

isn't that special!
-S
Fly boy- Next time, let's bring a
flashlight! M-R tonight? I could
get very used to you.
-me .
D.I.- I approve! Nite choice.
Another round of 99 sometime?
Perhaps some more Dom
Perignon? I like his style.
-S
RP- Beware-Somewhere out
there lurks the nature woman,
read y to come back at any
moment-or at least in
February! That's ri ght (or is it
Bruce?) - it's a match made in
hell. The better half must be
saved. The ideal must be
happy!
I saw Mr. Library alone. Is it
possible?....

T,L,T,H,H's roomate, B,N, and
whoever else was there...Let 's
DISCO. Ah,Ah,Ah,Ah, Stayin'
Alive, Stayin' Alive. Blast that
cool tune.
-E

T- Is anyone else in the
bathroom? We want to check it
out. It sounds different...

All you have to do is relax with
your mouth and make moo
noises. It really does make your
lips tickle!

E- The library is beyond Xrated.
It 's
downri g ht
pornographic.

Hey guys, I think it should be
Nancy Vicious, not Sid!!

Keep your ears and eyes opensomething new is in the air!
The Pranksters

GOHO reading exchange
students: No one from England
ever kicked a ball like you guys.
Cheers, he who knew.

I Love Purple !

Ness-taking a short stroll? Well

Robin and Kristen- Is your

machine getting much use?
red KnightDo you remember how that
"freak y " poem about "nature"
went?
Love, Goof y, S.S., and roomie
Dave and Al
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Beat that!
Love,Jen and Kim

Jen, take my underwear off!!
Campus Automotive
General automotive
repair/diagnosis
Used car consultations
Saa, Volvo, Volkswagen a
specialty.
call Erik before Arbo's
Foss 105, x3047
HildagardeDid you get all the leaves out of
your onion suit?
-the girls from the bowling
team
Lazer -people; It's a shot in the
dark, but sometimes you just
gotta say...what the hell."
-Roadkill
Cheeseball1've been watching you
everyday and can't wait to get
to know you better. Want to
sign my cast?
-your secret admirer
Sal Sa the fireman's gal. She
puts out hmmmmrnm
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
craft carrier." Whereas
"Dukakis is inside and it is just
Mike and the microphone."
When asked if he thought the
publicity people werecovering
up something about Bush's
involvement with the CIA
Wilkins replied "I'm not a
conspiracy freak-why do we
have to connect Bush to the
CIA? He has already connected
himself to Quayle." He also
stated that there was nothing
seemingly dishonorable about
jo ining the CIA when Bush did
so, and therefore it has no relevance.
Finally Professor Wilkins
called for action and participation from voters, "We have a
first amendment but we don't
use it. Our democracy will be a
memory if we don't do something about it. If we didn't put
up with this type of election we
wouldn't get them.The thought
and talk about theseissuesmust
start at colleges and universities. We must transform the
campaigns to preserve our
power and enhance our ability
to have candidates speak to us
about the issues affecting our
lives and eventually the lives of
our children. If we dont , we
will have failed our past."
In response to the lecture two
Colby students said, "I identified with him-I had thought of
some of those issues before,"
but "I disagreed with his
thoughts on the press-I think
they are just doing their job."
Another student said that the
turn out of students at the lecture was "disappointing" and
a good example of the apathy
that Wilkins was pointing out.
As Professor Wilkins said toward the end of the lecture, "It
is amazing what people can do
when they do something rather
than nothing.

Campaign '88
continued from page 2

parties are looking for the vote
first and addressing issues second. "The Republicans are
trying to present themselves looking for the Reagan Democrats or racistswith suits- as the
white party, without appearing indecent." Meanwhile the
Democrats "want the whole
Black vote without appearing
to pay anything for it, that way
they get the white vote too".He
quoted Dukakis . as saying
"under the current administration the rich get richer,the poor
get poorer and the middle class
get squeezed," to which Bush,
instead of making a statement
as to what he will do for Americans in this regard, retorted,
"He is trying to divide the
country-" Wilkins called this
bickering and mud slinging"an
absurd, sleezy approach to
voters."
Wilkins blamed much of the
vacuity of this election on "technocrats"' who supervise publicity and package our candidates in a form that they feel
will win votes. He continued, "
We have not reviewed what
has happened to democracy
under the onslaught of technology.Technocratsdonot care
about issues- their job is to get
their candidates across. They
are not interested in the democratic process. Most publidty
is directed at the middle class
and their pocketbooks."Therefore we are "not informed but
are manipulated by 30 second
T.V. spots." He observed that
Bush has employed some real
professionals because, "The
picturesare terrifid-Bush is out
there in the air, there is usually
a flag nearby-or maybe an air-

The Colby male harriers met with even greater success last weekend than the women,. They
performed a clean sweep of Bowdoin and USM here on Mayflower Hill.
A sweep, or shutout, is when a team is able to finish their top 5 runners before the opposition
can finish 1. In this case, Colby was able to land 6 runners across the finish line before USM's #1
came across. Leading the way for the Mules was sophomore Marc Gilbertson, male athlete of
the week. He was closely followed by another sophomore, Kent Thompson, and junior Rich
Cook. Junior Trey Amundsen, sophomore Dave Donnelly, and junior Ken Barber rounded out the
top 6. Freshman Greg Rideout, from Rutland, Vt, placed 7th for Colby and 9th overall.
Colby Coach Jim Wescott was pleased with his team's performance, "You don't have perfect
scores too often, so it is fun." What makes things more impressive, and more fun, is the fact that
i
the top 7 for Colby were all undercalssmen.
Senior Tim Fisher, last year's top performer, has not fully recovered from an injury and will not
be able to rejoin the team until the Maine State meet on October 22. However, when Fisher does
return, Wescott feels that his team, ranked 3rd in New England and 19th nationally going into
last week, should be able to crack the nation's top 10.
They run again at the Codfish Bowl at Franklin Park this Saturday. .

I-PLAY UPDATE
I-PLAY FOOTBALL
TEAM
ALFERS
BATMEN
:
SIGNIFY NOTHING
ALL-MADDENS
LORDS
WPMOOSE
DANAKNIGHTS
BLUE ANGELS
HAIL MARY
BAD KARMA
*TOP SIX MAKE PLAYOFFS

W-L
7-1
6-1
6-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-4
0-8

PF
204
161
175
95
97
88
63
50
16
24

PA
46
64
71
84
58
99
118
127
110
176

THERE WILL BE A ROAD RACE AND A CYCLING RACE THIS SATURDAY STARTING
AND HNISHING AT THE FIELDHOUSE. ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE I-PLAY fSHIRTS. STARTING TIMES ARE AT 10 AND 10:15 RFSPFrTTVFT V
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Reilly s
Ramblings
by Mark Reilly
I come to you today with
mixed emotions about what
happened at Sullivan Stadium
last Sunday. The Patriots beat
the Indianapolis Colts 21-17.
For those of you who have not
heard by now, Doug Flutie
came in at the start of the fourth
quarter, with the score 7-7 and
led the team to victory.
It was a blast to the past for
many Boston College fans. The
hero had returned and saved
the day, and possibly the season, for the local team.
ItwasgreattoseeFlutiedoing
well again. MostNew Engenders realize that Flutie is a winner. He may not get the best
statistics day in and day out,
however, when it gets down to
crunch time, he will deliver.
That is why after Flutie threw
an interceptiopn to allow the
Colts to cut a 14-7 Patriots lead
to 14-10,and eventually a 17-14
Colts lead, the fans were not
worried. They knew, as the
Colts kicked off with a little
over two minutes left, it was
Hutie time and once again he
did not disappoint.
NowRaymond Berry isfaced
with a tough dilemna. Who is
going to be his number one
quarterback? If he does not pick
Flutie, the locals will be yelling
"We want Flutie" much louder
than they were before.
There is no reason for Flutie
not to start. Tom Ramsey was
given an opportunity Sunday
and he did not deliver. Flutie
did deliver and deserves a
chance to prove himself in a
full game.
However,even if Flu tienever
gets another chance, last
Sunday's game will live in the
minds of all New England,and
especially Boston College,fans.
These are th e people who always believed that Flutie could
win in the N.F.L. Then, just
when t he "miracle in Miami"
was getting a little old, the little
man from Natick, MA, gave all
hi s fo llowers somethi ng new
to keep the faith in him. Now,
i n New England , th e legend of
Doug Flutie will live as strongly
as before.
The bad part about Sunday
was the reaction of the three
other quarterbacks on the Patriots team (although team is
hardl y the proper word touse).
At first, none of them congratulated Flutie. Tom Ramsey
left immediately after the game
without talking to reporters.

Tony Eason turned his back
after the winning touch down

and sulked at the end of the
bench. This is a predictable
reaction f romRamsey,who last
year during the strike showed
he had to be the loudest
mouthed third string quarterback in the league, due to disappointment of being pulled
during his only opportunity in
five years. Eason's actions are
also understandable as Sunday
he saw that his playing days in
New England are numbered.
However,theactions of Steve
Grogan are unexplainable.
Grogan walked over and stood
with Eason after the go ahead
touchdown and it was only
after a while had passed by that
he reached out his hand and
congratulated Hutie. Grogan
should not have the worries of
the other two quaterbacks.
Grogan will finish his career
in New England. Furthermore,
Grogan, whether he is playing
or not will be a big part of the
Patriots,as the unofficial offensive coordinator. Respect for
Grogan was doubled when he
had the class and the maturity
to accept the backup quaterback position behind Eason
three years ago. He put the
team in front of his personal
glory. Now why couldn't he do
the same thing when Flutie led
the team on Sunday ? Does he
just not like Hutie, or has he
lost maturity in the past three
years? These questions will
remain unanswered, but one
thing is clear Grogan was not
able to put the team first last
Sunday. This is suprising and
very disappointing.
I hate to kick a man when he
is down, so I would rather waif
until John Thompson wins an
NICA.A.basketball championship bef ore commen ti ng on
him. However, with the B.C.
football win over Pitt on Saturday and Flutie's heriocs on
Sunday, the maroon and gold
in my veins are flowing, and I
can't resist one bias observation of his coaching during the
Olympics. Coach Whitmore
could take any five Colby football players, work with them
for t wo weeks, and have a better half court offense than
Thompson pu t together with
the Olympic Basketball team.
Now, since t he Sox have
star ted their Amer ican League
Championsi p Scriesagai nst the
Oakland A's, here are my predictions as of Tuesday afternoon :
a) Sox over the A's in six, b)
Mets over t he Dodgers in six ,
c) G.P.A.'s all over campus
decline due to Sox Pennant
Fever.

Winning Is A Quarter Away
by John Mullen
The football team lost 37-14
to Hamilton College last Saturday in Clinton, New York.
By now everyone has heard
how the team collapsed in the
fourth quarter and allowed 23
points within 8 minutes. Everyone has heard about the 5
interceptions and the fumbles
and the penalties and mistakes
that Colby always runs into at
the deciding moment of every
game. People have started
grumbling again. They ask,
"How can the football team fly
to the game and still run out of
gasin the fourth quarter?" Was
it jet lag? Were they too tired to
finish the game? Or what?
It would be very easy now to
criticize the team. They are 0-2.
They have not scored a single
point in the second half of either game. They have been
outscored 30-0 in the fourth
quarter alone. They are down.
How could they defend them-

selves?
No. The team cannot be condemned. They are going to win
football games this year. The
two toughest opponents on
their schedule are now past,
and their third foe, the Tufts
Jumbos,isnot a powerful team.
Colby has good talent. Brian
Cooley, who hardly played'in
the Trinity game,replaced Eric
Aulenback at tailback and ran
for 90 yards and a touchdown
against Hamilton. Fullback
John Bartlett averaged almost
sevenyardsacarry.ChrisWhite
and Chris Lahey directed the
offense to 18 first downs, four
more than Hamilton. And Joe
Vecchi caught 6 passes for 107
yards and a touchdown.
The defenseis aggressive and
oppportunistic. Senior Guy
Prescott and Junior Jay Olson
led the team with 8 tackles each.
They hit hard. They move well
and, when they are not tired,
play as well as any defense in
NESCAC.
But just as they are about to

take control of the game, to
finally shake off their losing
record and show people that
they can win, something goes
wrong. An opportunity is
missed.Amental error ismade.
Another loss is recorded .
They are better than that. The
team does not practice3-4hours
every day to go out on Saturday afternoon and get beat.
They want to win and they are
going to win. This upcomming
Saturday is very important for
the team. Nothing would relieve the pressure of a losing
streak and silence the critics like
a solid, well-played win.
Freshman Ted Boscp caught
3passes for 52 yards last Saturday, the first of his college career.Jay Olson leads the team
with 21 tackles in the past two
games. Vecchi averages 20.3
yards per catch. (NESCAC's
Stanley Morgan?). Tufts beat
Colby 27-10 last year,but it will
bedifferent thisyear. Thegame
starts at 1pm. Be there.

Athletes Of The Week

Jill Vollweiler/Karen Boomer
Jill Vollweiler and Karen
Boomer share this week's athlete of the week for their 4 th
and 5th place finish at the CBB
meet this weekend. Finishing
in 18:06 and 18:07 respectively,
both juniors hit personal best
times by 15 seconds and 29

by Lawrence Rocca

seconds. Landing a one two
punch to the Bates team Colby
scored 35 points to beat Bates
by 5 points and Bowdoin by 13
to win the traditional CBB meet.
The first time Colby has won
that meet in 3 years. Jill Volleveiler and Karen Boomer both
should continue to improve.

Marc Gilbertson
Marc Gilbertson, a sophomore harrier from Montpelier
Vermont, ran to victory in
Colby's cleansweep over Bowdoin College and the University of Southern Maine Saturday. Marc's time of 27:10 over
the 4.9 mile Mayflower Hill
course was a good early season
performanceon fheunseasonably warm day.

Sport s Short s
¦*¦

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
The Colby women harriers made a strong statement last Saturday by winning the annual CBB
championship and barely losing to USM at Bates. By challenging USM and beating Bates, the
two top ranked teams in New England, the Mules have established themselves as a top notch
team.
Coach Debbie Aitken's troops turned in a consolidated effort as not one Colby runner stood out.
Leading the charge for Colby were juniors Jill Vollweiler and Karen Boomer. - Both put in
excell en t eff or t s and recorded personal best times(see athletes of week). Sophomore Clover
Burns was successful in her attempt to break up the Bates pack by placing 10th overall, between
Ba t es' #2 &#3. Junior Karin Kilmer and freshman Kim Kenned y placed 4th and 5 th for Colby,
and were followed by #6 freshman Polly Sheridan, #7 junior Galen Laumen, and #8 sophomore
Colleen Halleck, who took 2:18 off her time from her first race.
Team Scores: USM 47, COLBY 48, BATES 53, BOWDOIN 65
CBB CHAMPIONSHIP: COLBY 35, BATES 40, BOWDOIN 48
WOMEN'S SOCCER

Th e Colby White Mule women ran their record to 5-2 with a split last weekend in
Massachusetts. On Friday, they squeaked by Bridgewater St. 1-0 as sophomore sensation
Charlot te Reece add ed her 5th goal of th e year, already more than she scored all of last year.
The next day, the Mules were blasted 3-0 by a very strong Tufts squad.
They played at Bowdoin yesterday and host Amherst this Saturday at noon and Bates
Wednesday at 3:30.
MEN'b svv.v.»As the women continue to improve, the men are headed in the opposi te direction. After losing
to Thomas 3-2 and Tufts 2-1, t h ey have now* lost 5 straight and are 1-5. Coach Mark Serdjenian
will be hard pressed to achieve his prediction of a .500 season . Willi a 14 game schedule, t h e
Mules must now go 6-2 against tough foes such as Clark (this Saturday, away), UMO, Bowdoi n ,
and Bates.

Field Hockey On Road To ECAC Berth
by Brian Murphy
" I feel bad for Gordon. I pity
them. We're going to annihilate them. No way we'll lose."
Seemslike quite a bold prediction. Even bolder coming from
sop homore left-midfielder
Andrea Solomita. She was
commenting on the Colby
women's field hockey team's
chances against their next
opponent this coming Saturday. With the team coming off
two tough losses at the hands
of the Tufts Jumbowomen and
the University of Southern
Maine, it seems even bolder
still. Yet, one gets the sense
from membersof the team that
these past two losses are just
annoying potholes on their
inevitableroad to victory in the
E.G.AC tournamentat the end
of the season.
Going into last Tuesday's
game versus USM, the lady
sticksters were ranked 3rd in
New England and were in line
for a national ranking. While
the heartbreaking loss seemed
to nullify a chance for national
recognition, the season has already seenmany highlights,the

The Superbowl Shuffle. And |
we all know what happened to |
the Bears the season they made |
that video. Keep- your eyes |
glued to MTV for its world |
* ¦
premiere;
|
Leading the charge for the !
Lady Mules this year at for- 1
ward has been Jodie Brown,!
theWayneGretzky of NESCAC 1
field hockey. Having alread y 1
tallied 2 2-goal games in* the 1
wins over Plymouth State and 1
UMaine-Farmington, Brown 1
also provided a vital goal in the 1
attempted comeback against !
USM. The ever modest Brown |1
Freshwoman Michelle Rowell (in white) , vies for the ba ll in Colby 's win over UMF two wee
(lef
t)
and
'
(rivht)
revealed,
"If snotmyfaultTve 1
«eo. J odi Brown
Andrea Solomita
look on Photo bv Dana Stinson
been scoring so much. The I
biggest of which was the open- back to close within one goal at we dominated the second half, whole forward line of Amy !
ing day win against Plymouth 4-3,scoring that third goal with we just couldn't score." Junior Gillis, Liz Frado, and Michelle |
State, whom Colby had not only 1 minute left. That last forward Jodie Brown added, "I Rowell has been getting an|
defeated in 12 years. Convinc- minute saw a furious rush by don't see us. losing any more equal number of shots. We have |
ing winsover old nemesis Bates Colby denied,ending in disap- games the rest of the year. We a total team effort going in on 1
and UMaine-Farmington pre- pointment as the front line Just have to keep doing what goal." If the first five games are |
ceded their present two game could not fire the ball past the we've been doing and not get any indication of Brown's scor- 1
discouraged by these two ing prowess, then the only way |
USM goalkeeper.
losing skid.
losses." With confidence like she will be stopped is if she |
on
Even in defeat, however, the Solomita gave someinsight
team has fought until the final the character of the team after that there seems to be no more marriesJanet Jones'brother and |
whistle. With only 12 minutes the loss by saying, "We have stopping this White Mule ex- is subsequently traded to the |
left in the loss to USM,the Lady determination to come back press. There'seven been talk of Pomona Wildcats for a substan1
Mules found themselvesdown even when we're down. We a video in the works entitled tial cash sum and five players 1
by a seemingly insurmountable won't fold no matter what the The ECAC. Hustle,based on to be named later.
1
margin of 4-1. They stormed score is. Even in the Tufts game that old hit of the Chicago Bears,
continued on page 11 !j

Women s Tennis
Swings On

sets went to 6 all demanding
tiebreakers. Dartmouth Coach
Cooper also expressed the
Last Saturday, while watch- improvement he saw in th e
ing the Dartmouth "B" team Colby squad from the team
defeat Colby women's tennis Colby boasted two years ago.
team, I found tears emerging In that match Dartmouth deunder my eyes. Tears not for stroyed Colby 8-1 and all but
the loss, but tears of strain as I one of the matches were won in
fough t with the fading sun to straight sets. But the improvewatch the match. Perhaps when ment he noticed in Colby's talthe brilliant . arch itects con- ent was accompanied by what
struc t ed t he cour t s, no one in- he labeled as a "disintegration
formed them that the sun rises in the quality of Colby t enni s
in the East and sets in the West cour t s"—court #1 couldn't be
therefore •'courts should logi- used becau se of th e gro tesque
crac ks th roug hout.
cally point North-South.But complaints aside, the 7-2
Colby's # 1 player, Margre t
decision for Dartmouth was not Macraddert, a f reshman f rom
as lopsided as the score would YoungstownOhio,suff ered her
appear. The Dartmouth coach first singles loss of the season,
was quick to point out that al- but she, along with partner
t houg h they captured 5 of the Laura Thorton,werevictorious
first 6 singles matches, the wins and rema in undef eated at #2
were not blowouts—several doubles.
Although Colby lost to Darttimes Colby won the first set
f orcing the Dartmouth women mouth Saturday, the Mules
to take the next two and many were victorious oversta te rival
by Jeff Smith

The cracks on the Wales Tennis Courts have been a
major embarrassment to Colby and the Tennis program
this year , phot o by Matt Meland er

Bates in a 6-3 decision last
Thursday. This is an especially
impressive win for Colbysince
Bates tennis has been one of the
top contenders in N.E.S.C.A.C
in thepast. Colby'sCoachPaula
Aboud cited the play of Twisty
Gogblak at #2 singles and
added that #4 Maryann Hutchinson and "/I6 Michelle Tupesis
ha d "clutch victories." She also
noted that #1 and #2 doubles
teams comprised of GogolakHutchinson and MacraddenThorton.repectively, had goo d
wi ns in Thurs day 's victory.
The issue of the disrrtal shape
of Colby 's courts surf aced one
more time when Coach Aboud
cond iti oned t ha t she would no t
host next year's state tournament (scheduled , for Colby)
unless the courts were fixed by
that time.
The lad y Mules, took a 2-3
record into' their match aga ins t
Gordon Tuesday, and travel to
Bowdoin'this Saturday.

